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ABSTRACT
Automated Teller Machine ( ATM ) is generally utilized as a part of the present condition for all cash exchanges using cards.
Indirectly, the security issues are also increasing in different perspectives like internal and external security issues. Physical
security is the major issues in many places. To overcome from physical security, we use distinctive sensors. In this paper, we
might want to feature the different sensors used along with its difficulties.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II. AVAILABLE SENSORS

The quick development in Automatic Teller machines
(ATM) has made life simple for the everyday man, except it
isn't so for administrators who oversee it. ATMs are not
claimed by banks, rather they are outsourced to oversaw
specialist co-ops (MSPs) from buying to keeping up the
machines. A few variables like the support, cash filling,
security and in this manner the aloof resources inside the
ATM rooms are in charge of keeping the ATM dynamic [7].
Ordinarily, an ATM site comprises of anyplace between 8 to
12 uninvolved resources which incorporate two ventilation
systems, two light accumulation sheets, Associate in Nursing
inverter/UPS, a surveillance camera and at least eight to
twelve light-weight globules.
Right now, since the security and detached resources in
ATM rooms are overseen physically, it winds up in bigger
physical collaboration, that expansion the day and age and in
this manner shrivels the gross edge of ATM administrators.
These MSPs are compelled by a sense of honor and each
ATM site is up as expenses of downtime are too high. With
rising overheads ATM administrators battle to pass on the cost
as are searching for a dependable remote observing answer for
rejuvenate ATM upkeep.
In this paper, different sensors used for anti-theft
mechanism in ATMs are studied and presented for future
development of any other anti-theft mechanisms in ATMs.
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A. Vibration Detection Sensor
According to the proposed work from paper [3], the
vibration location sensors gives security to the ATM machine.
When anybody tries to harm the ATM machine, the sensor
gets initiated and transmits a message to police headquarters
which is close-by with the assistance of GSM modem. A
GSM modem is a particular kind of modem which
acknowledges a SIM card, and works over a membership to a
versatile administrator, much the same as a cell phone. While
these GSM modems are most as often as possible utilized for
sending and getting SMS and MMS messages.

B. Gas Sensor
Late occurrences show the strategies the hoodlums are
embracing to make the ideal condition for a blast. This
commonly includes embeddings a tube through the money
allocator and flooding the ATM with a flammable gas, a
procedure taking anything from 30 seconds to 2 minutes to
accomplish. Once overwhelmed, a trigger gadget is then
actuated to light the gas, running from cell phones and tasers.
The subsequent harm exacted on the machine changes,
however the harm to the encompassing building is adequate to
enable an auto to slam the area and for the packs to obtain
entrance and steal the rest of the groups of notes, before
leaving the scene in a holding up quick auto.
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1) Working of Detection System
The Gas Detection System is a moment age item which
incorporates a propelled checking and caution system, all
completely escaped see. The key components of the item are:

be put away remotely or housed inside a reason manufactured
secure bureau. [6]

C. Temperature Sensor
2) The Detection Unit
A multi-sensor unit is incorporated to identify the nearness
of gas, these two free sensors work as one yet autonomously.
A microchip worked inside the gadget, translates and
measures the adjustment in condition and takes the fitting
choice as when it should release the substance of the killing
gas, these depend on the pre-set parameters. The framework is
programmable to meet the assortment of uses and needs.
3) The Valve Unit
This is the control unit that opens and shuts the valves in
light of the risk. This is situated on the bottle(s) and will open
and close reliant on the guidelines originating from the
sensors.
4) The Bottles of Neutralising Fluid
The substance of each jug is a killing fluid, this instantly
swings to gas the minute it is discharged and responds
synthetically with the hydro-carbon gasses. After the various
tests led on the item, the consequences of when a nonstop gas
blend (acetylene/oxygen) is directed into an ATM safe at a
stream rate of 30 liters for each moment, the reaction of the
killing gas meets and covers the intensity for a maintained
period. The pre-testing has been capable to verify that one
container can keep up this counter assurance level for around
5 minutes. Cennox can expand this term through the supply
and establishment of extra containers. Four jugs will keep up
the stream over a 20 minute time frame ( )
5) The Back-up Battery
The item incorporates an extra move down battery,
ensuring 4 hours of activity should the fundamental power
supply have been cut.
6) The Alarm System
On recognition of the gas, a caution is activated, alarming
police of the assault in advance. The alternative of a capable
of being heard siren (125Db) can likewise gave. It is likewise
conceivable to interface with an outsider alarming framework
(wired)
7) Storage of the Bottles
The jugs are in a perfect world put away inside the ATM
Safe. On the off chance that this isn't conceivable, these can
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ATM machines, vaults, and safes offer various difficulties.
Frequently set in unattended open zones, they are liable to
interruption and vandalism. There are various ways that a
machine is assaulted. The framework can detect warm from a
light, machine tilting and expulsion, entryway open, and
legitimate temperature run for the PC hardware inside
Heat Detection: Sometimes interlopers utilize slicing lights
to make section into the protected, vault, or ATM machine.
By including a warmth finder, the framework can identify
sudden changes in warm, viably detecting this kind of passage.
If the machine loses control or the cooling framework falls flat,
PC hardware inside the machine can breakdown and expel the
machine from benefit. By including a temperature limit sensor,
the framework can communicate something specific if the
machine is too warm. This enables support people to be
advised so the machine can be immediately reestablished to
benefit.
.

Figure 1 Sensors overview
D. Voice based Access Control
The proposed framework in paper [8] essentially comprises
of 3 fundamental segments:
1) Voice sensor
2) Speaker check framework and
3) ATM get to control An ease receiver normally utilized as
a part of PC framework is utilized as voice sensor to record
the ATM client voice. The recorded voice is then sent to the
voiced-based confirmation framework which will verity the
credibility of the client in view of his/her voice. Voice base
confirmation, will empower a choice flag which will
acknowledge or dismiss the entrance that will be sent through
the parallel port of the framework. The canny voice-based
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access control will by and large settle on conceivable choice
as;
4) Authorized individual (ATM client) acknowledged
5) Unauthorized individual (ATM user) rejected.
The characteristics to quantify rate of access control
precision to dismiss the approved individual is called false
dismissal (FRR), and that to gauge rate of access control to
acknowledge the unapproved individual is called false
acknowledgment rate [FAR]. Scientifically, the two rates are
communicated as rate utilizing the accompanying basic
computation [2]. NFR and NFA are the quantities of false
dismissals and false acknowledgment separately, while NFA
and NIA are the quantity of approved individual endeavors.
To create high security of the ATM get to control framework
it is normal that the proposed framework have both low FRR
and low FAR. A. Voiced-based check System The utilization
of voice for biometric estimation turns out to be more well
known because of the accompanying reasons; regular flag age,
helpful to process or conveyed, and pertinent for remote
access. There are 2 sorts of voicedbased acknowledgment or
speaker acknowledgment (Campbell J.P. 1997]. 1) Speaker
recognizable proof 2) Speaker acknowledgment In speaker
confirmation framework, the framework unravels that a client
is who cases to be. On other hand speaker distinguishing proof
chooses the individual among a gathering of individual.
Speaker acknowledgment is additionally separated into 2
classes which are content ward bone-dry content autonomous.
Tex subordinate speaker acknowledgment perceives the
expression that talked, though in content distinguishing proof
the speaker can adjust any word. Thy most fitting strategy for
voice-based ATM get to control depends on idea of speaker
check, since the goal in the entrance control is acknowledge or
dismiss a client to get entrance into ATM.
There are 2 stages in the proposed framework.
1. Preparing enrolment, the approved people are enlisted
and their voices are recorded. The recorded voices are then
extricated. Highlights extricated from the recorded voices are
utilized to create models of approved people.
2. Testing or operational stage, in this stage a man who
need to get to the ATM is required to enter the asserted
character and his/her voice. The entered voice is prepared and
contrasted with the guaranteed individual model with confirm
his/her claim. Now framework chooses whether the
component separated from the given voice matches with the
model of asserted individual. Edge is set keeping in mind the
end goal to give a positive answer of access acknowledgment
or dismissal. At the point when level of closeness between a
given voice and model is more noteworthy than limit the
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framework will acknowledge the entrance, generally the
framework will dismiss the individual to get to the ATM. Be
that as it may, in this strategy, if the individual has any issue
in their voice like frosty, hack, take off throat or some other
throat disease, at that point this system comes up short and
client can't execute utilizing this technique.
E. Wireless Heartbeat Detecting Component
[9]The pulse and temperature checking gadget is
expected to have the accompanying highlights: The
framework uses an optical instrument to quantify the
regulations produced by• electrical or physical varieties in the
heart developments. Wired correspondence is eradicated.•
Real time observing of the patient is possible.• The specialist
does not have to visit the patient to screen him/her.• Time is
put something aside for the two patients and doctor.• Helpful
in crisis period.• Routine checking of the patient should be
possible easily.• Useful for remote areas.• Once introduced,
the upkeep cost is extremely low.• Easy to utilize (Even
uneducated individuals can work it).• Increases access to
human services while diminishing the social insurance
conveyance costs.• The gadget uses a GSM module to send
the information as SMS to a mobile• gadget for better
convenientce of the framework. The gadget has a usefulness
of demonstrating both the time and date of the measured•
information.
1. Pulse Measuring Unit Heartbeat is estimated with the
assistance of fingertip sensor which comprises of an infra-red
(IR) light radiating diode transmitter and an IR photograph
recognizing recipient. The IR light International Journal of
Bio-Science and Bio-Technology Vol.8, No.1 (2016) 174
Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC goes through the tissues and
varieties in the volume of blood inside the finger decide the
measure of light that is episode on the IR locator.
2. Intensification and Filtering The photodiode
distinguishes the infra-red light reflected by the finger. It
identifies the variety in the blood volume regarding the pulse
lastly creates a heartbeat at the yield of the photodiode. The
flag created from photodiode is extremely powerless and little
which is required to be expanded in size. This flag is
extremely frail that it can't be distinguished by the
microcontroller specifically. Accordingly, the flag is opened
up utilizing an operational speaker. The operational speaker
utilized for this object is LM358. This operational enhancer is
furnished with two of the autonomous high pick up,
recurrence International Journal of Bio-Science and BioTechnology Vol.8, No.1 (2016) Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC
175 remunerated operational speaker which is intended to
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work from a solitary supply over an extensive variety of
voltages which implies that this intensifier is equipped for
intensifying the flag in two phases making the gadget ready to
distinguish the flag and thus measure the pulse. This gadget
utilizes two phases for intensification process as appeared in
Figure 3. This gadget utilizes non-transforming intensifier for
enhancing reason in both the stages. The operational
intensifier can be considered as a low power quad operational
speaker. The flag is opened up to a fitting voltage level with
the goal that the beats can be tallied by the microcontroller.
3. Temperature Measuring Unit The temperature checking
unit comprises of the segments that are required to gauge the
temperature of the body. This unit includes a temperature
sensor which measures the temperature of the body and is
associated straightforwardly to a microcontroller. The
temperature sensor that is utilized as a part of this circuit is
LM35 for the estimation of the body temperature. This
temperature sensor is a simple sensor which creates a simple
voltage by detecting the temperature. This sensor is held by

the finger for some time (around 15 sec) so as to quantify the
body temperature. The body temperature on the body surface
is around 1 degree centrigade not as much as the temperature
of different parts. The simple voltage delivered by the LM35
temperature sensor is straightforwardly relative to the body
temperature. The simple voltage should be changed over to an
advanced esteem. For the transformation, the microcontroller
PIC16F73 is utilized which has a worked in simple to
computerized converter because of which an additional
segment for changing over simple voltage to advanced voltage
is evacuated and the circuit setup turns out to be less
cumbersome. The advanced comparability of simple voltage
created by LM35 sensor would now be able to be utilized by
the microcontroller for additionally handling. The
microcontroller gets the information in simple shape and
changes over it into advanced frame at that point sends it to
the GSM module with the goal that the information can be
sent to the remote end. At the less than desirable end, a cell
phone which uses the GSM framework gets the message.

Figure 2 Block diagram of wireless heart beat sensor

4. GSM Module The GSM module utilized as a part of this
task is SIM 908-C. This module is intended for covering
worldwide market. It is joined with an elite GSM motor. It
works at a recurrence of GSM 850MHz. It offers best class
procurement and following affectability highlights, Time to
first fix (TTFF) and exactness. The extent of this module is
50mm x 33mm x 8.8mm. It can meet every one of the
necessities for space in client applications, for example, M2M
gadgets. This module has a 60-PIN DIP connector and gives
all equipment interfaces between the module and the client
board. It comprises of a serial port and an investigate port that
can help clients to effectively build up the client's applications.
Also, this module accompanies control sparing system with
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the goal that the utilization of current is as low as 1mA amid
rest mode.

III.

CONCLUSION

Even though there are various sensors accessible, the
security issues are still not captured. Its developing with new
innovation creation. Pulse sensors is by all accounts powerful
for execution which can recognize the burglary interruption
effortlessly and can alert closest police headquarters or
encompassing zone of ATM focuses all together to catch the
aggressor. In future, I trust this may be conceivable with
upgraded innovation.
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